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Abstract

A large amount of research in recommender systems focuses on algorithmic ac-

curacy and optimization of ranking metrics. However, recent work has unveiled the

importance of other aspects of the recommendation process, including explanation,

transparency, control and user experience in general. Building on these aspects, this

paper introduces MoodPlay, an interactive music-artists recommender system which

integrates content and mood-based filtering in a novel interface. We show how Mood-

Play allows the user to explore a music collection by musical mood dimensions, build-

ing upon GEMS, a music-specific model of affect, rather than the traditional Circum-

plex model. We describe system architecture, algorithms, interface and interactions

followed by use-case and offline evaluations of the system, providing evidence of the

benefits of our model based on similarities between the typical moods found in an

artist’s music, for contextual music recommendation.

Finally, we present results of a user study (N=279) in which four versions of the

interface are evaluated with varying degrees of visualization and interaction. Results

show that our proposed visualization of items and mood information improves user

acceptance and understanding of both the underlying data and the recommendations.

Furthermore, our analysis reveals the role of mood in music recommendation, consid-

ering both artists’ mood and users’ self-reported mood in the user study. Our results

and discussion highlight the impact of visual and interactive features in music recom-
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mendation, as well as associated human-cognitive limitations. This research also aims

to inform the design of future interactive recommendation systems.

Keywords: Recommender Systems, Music Recommendation, Mood Context,

Context-aware Recommendation, Affective Computing, Recommendation Interface

1. Introduction

Recommender systems are increasingly relied on in many domains for identify-

ing relevant, personalized content from very large information spaces. Well estab-

lished algorithms, such as Collaborative Filtering [1], Content-Based Filtering [2] and

Matrix Factorization [3], are used across a variety of domains to recommend digital5

content or merchandise. Due to its unique consumption characteristics, music falls

into a domain where alternative approaches to the traditional recommendation prob-

lem can help. These characteristics can be demonstrated by comparing music to two

types of content widely offered to users via recommender systems: online movies and

merchandise. For example, movies typically require undivided attention for 1-3 hours10

and most often one movie is watched per sitting. On the other hand, we can listen to

music throughout the day in almost any situation – while working, exercising, commut-

ing, cooking, socializing and so forth. Similarly, online shopping is usually a focused

action that most people engage in for a shorter period of time compared to music lis-

tening. While both can depend on a user’s taste, music listening is more often guided15

by feelings rather than practical reasoning. Overall, compared to other domains, mu-

sic listening is more context dependent and closely tied to our emotional state. There

are several music recommender systems that employ different types of context (daily

activity [4], time of the day [5], music genre [6], etc.). However, previous work that

integrates affective context for music discovery into a visual and interactive recommen-20

dation system is scarce (e.g. [7]). In this paper, we focus on prototyping and evaluating

an interactive recommender system that suggests music bands based on artists’ mood

similarity and user input as an indicator of current preference.

Experimental evidence shows a strong relation between emotion and music [8] and

previous research in affect-based recommender systems produced improvements over25
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their non-contextual alternatives [9, 10]. Previous studies, e.g. [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,

17] demostrate the importance of building interactive recommender interfaces, that go

beyond the static-ranked list paradigm to improve user satisfaction. This trend is further

supported by results showing that user satisfaction does not depend on recommendation

accuracy only, but on factors such as serendipity, novelty, control and transparency as30

well [18, 19]. Our goal is to build a prototype recommender system with an interactive

interface (Figure 1) that supports users in discovering unknown, interesting items via

interaction in an affective-aware visualization. As a proof of concept, we have designed

and implemented MoodPlay, a system that: (a) visually represents affective metadata

for a music recommender system, and (b) supports interaction, explanations and control35

over such visualization. We frame our work around the following research questions

(RQ):

• (RQ1) What are the effects of interactive visualizations on the user experience

with a recommender system, and what is the right amount of interaction for a

music recommender?40

• (RQ2) Does affective information improve recommendation accuracy and user

experience versus when it is not included?

In our effort to answer the research questions, we have produced the following key

contributions:

• A novel visual interface for recommendation. A visualization that maps moods45

and music artists in the same two-dimensional space, supporting item exploration

and user control. The space is built using mood tags associated with artists, col-

lected from an established, public database. We extend and visualize the music-

specific emotion model - GEMS (defined in section 2), to better fit a mood-aware

music recommendation system.50

• Affect-aware recommendation method. A novel hybrid recommendation al-

gorithm for mood-aware and audio content-based music recommendation. The

algorithm uses both mood tags of artists and audio content of their most popular

songs.
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the MoodPlay interface, divided into three sections: (left) pane for generating user
profile by entering artist names, (center) snapshot of the mood space visualization, (right) recommendation
list, along with slider for adjusting mood influence. Demonstration video is available at https://youtu.
be/eEdo32oOmcE

• Enhanced interaction techniques. We introduce several new interaction mech-55

anisms for hybrid recommendation on a visual mood space. For instance, trail-

based and radius-based techniques.

• Empirical evidence for avoiding high cognitive load. We present an evalua-

tion of the system through an online experiment (N=279). We discover inter-

esting relations between user interaction, trust, and user perception. We also60

provide some lessons for interface design in the context of exploratory tasks on

recommender systems.

In contrast to our previous work on this system presented in [20], graphical design

and several interface features have been improved based on the user feedback from the

first experiment. The mood space visualization has been updated to show smoother65

transition between mood categories. We enabled live streaming within the application

to provide a more real-world context to the experiment and we display artist informa-

tion upon clicking on artist nodes in the visualization. Using this improved system, a

new experiment was designed, conducted and presented in this paper. Detailed com-

parison to the previous experiment can be found in 6.70

To evaluate our system, we conducted a user study over four different conditions:
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(1) static recommendations in the form of ranked lists, generated based on a user’s

selection of seed artists (2) static recommendations, highlighted in a mood space visu-

alization, (3) dynamic recommendation lists generated via user interaction in the mood

space visualization, using current user’s preference and (4) dynamic, interaction driven,75

trail-based recommendations.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. In the first two sections we provide

important definitions and present related work. Then we describe MoodPlay interface,

visual affective model and interactions, followed by a section detailing system architec-

ture and recommendation methods. Next, we describe the user study setup and discuss80

the key results:

• In general, the system was rated as highly novel and fun to use.

• Visualization of mood information in a visual space significantly improved users’

understanding of recommendations.

• Trail-based interaction (example shown in Figure 5) was considered too confus-85

ing.

• Visual conditions (2), (3) and (4) tend to improve system trust, after trust propen-

sity is controlled.

Finally, we share our ideas for future work and the resulting implication for design

of future interactive recommender systems.90

2. Definitions

Research presented in this article focuses on mood based recommendation. How-

ever, throughout the article we use related terms, emotion and affect, to explain dif-

ferent concepts. Here we provide definitions for each of the terms and other relevant

constructs.95

Affect: Colloquial term that covers a broad range of feelings. It encompasses both

emotions and moods [21, 22].
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Emotions: Intense, short lived feelings, speculated by most researchers to be di-

rected at someone or something [23, 24].

Moods: General, low intensity feeling states that often lack a contextual stimulus100

[25]. While the duration of emotions is typically measured in minutes, moods may last

several hours or days and cause us to think or brood for a while [25, 26]. Emotions

become mood states when grouped into positive and negative categories because such

grouping allows us to look at emotions more generally instead of in isolation [25].

Therefore, emotion models such as Circumplex model of affect [27] are often used to105

represent moods as well.

Visual Mood Space: We use this term to refer to the 2-D space used to plot artists

and moods in Moodplay’s visualization.

GEMS: This acronym stands for Geneva Emotional Music Scales. It is a music-

specific emotion model proposed and validated by Zentner et al. [28, 29], which we110

used to categorize large number of music related moods. As stated by its authors,

“GEMS is the first model and rating instrument specifically designed to capture the

richness of musically evoked emotions” 1. GEMS is a hierarchical model, with three

root emotions (Sublimity, Vitality, Unease), 9 corresponding sub-levels, and, in the

third level, 45 emotion labels (details in Section 5, Table 1)115

3. Related Work

The following aspects are the most relevant to our research: affective-aware recom-

mendations, recommendation of music bands, visual approaches to present recommen-

dations beyond a rating list and affective-aware visualizations of music collections.

3.1. Affective Computing and Recommendations120

Research in affective computing has been gaining extensive attention in recent

years. Proliferation of mobile and wearable computer devices makes it both necessary

and possible to achieve natural and harmonious human-computer interaction. Such de-

vices enable us to track a variety of sources that carry emotional content. For example,

1http://www.zentnerlab.com/content/musically-evoked-emotions
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different aspects of bodily movement and gestures have been used to recognize emo-125

tions: head and hands motion [30], gout patterns [31], body posture [32], to name a

few. In the speech domain, vocal parameters such as pitch, speaking rate, formants and

modulation of spectral content have also been successfully used to classify emotions in

[33, 34, 35]. Furthermore, currently the largest data repository of face videos (2 mil-

lion) owned by Affectiva2 is efficiently used to train computers in detecting emotions130

from facial expressions in real time.

For recommendation purposes, Masthoff et al. [36] integrated affective state in

a group recommender system by modelling satisfaction as mood, while González et

al. [37] incorporated the emotional context in a recommender system for a large e-

commerce learning guide. More related to our work, Park et al. [38] developed prob-135

ably the first context-aware music recommender that exploited mood inferred from

context information. And more recently, Tkalcic et al. [39, 40] discussed the role of

emotions in recommender systems and introduced a framework to identify the stages

where emotion can be used for recommendation.

In the music recommendation domain, several works infer the users’ mood for140

music recommendation based on movements, temperature and weather [41] or from the

music content [42]. For example, Griffiths et al. [43] measure a variety of contextual

and physiological indicators (temperature, light, heart activity) in order to detect mood

and recommend music by mapping both user’s mood and music on the same emotion

map. Zwaag et al. [44] take target mood as an input from user and then select songs145

that direct the user towards the desired mood, while measuring skin conductance to

verify the change. Skin temperature [45] and arm gestures [46] have also been used for

inferring mood and querying music collections. Compared to these studies, in our up

to date work we use mood information associated with a set of seed artists provided by

user to suggest new artists in similar moods. In addition, we propose a rich interface to150

help users explore mood space and choose music in a desired mood. In the future, this

proposed system would be greatly enhanced by incorporating a method for detection

of user’s mood, using sensors available on wearable devices, social media activity or

2http://www.affectiva.com
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other contextual information.

3.2. Recommendation of Music Bands155

Recommendations in the music domain is a well-established field within recom-

mender systems, which have shown, among many others, approaches to recommend

tracks [47, 48], albums [49], playlists [6, 50, 51], music targeted at specific venues [52],

music targeted at daily activities [4], and artists and music bands [13, 53]. Since our

proposed interface aims at recommending music bands, we focus on presenting related160

work in this sub-field. Hijikata et al. [53] used a Naive Bayes recommender to present

recommendations of music bands, while Bostandjev et al. [13] used a hybrid control-

lable recommender system with a visual interactive interface, TasteWeights. Compared

to these previous approaches, we innovate by using professionally curated mood tags

associated with bands to compute similarity, by introducing a user-controllable recom-165

mendation interface and by allowing users to explore the music band dataset interac-

tively.

3.3. Visual Approaches to Recommendation

MacNee et al. [18] highlights the importance of user-centric approaches to evaluat-

ing recommender systems, and of developing interfaces and interaction designs, instead170

of focusing solely on improving recommendation algorithms. Konstan et al. [19], who

shows that small improvements in recommender accuracy do not necessarily improve

users’ satisfaction with a system. However, the development of interfaces that present

recommended items in a visual model different from a static ranked list is rather scarce.

For example, SFVis [54] and Pharos [55] employ visualizations of social, latent com-175

munities to recommend new friends and social websites respectively. Other examples

include collaborative filtering recommenders with rich user interactions such as Peer-

Chooser [56] and SmallWorlds [12], and interactive visualizations for recommending

conference talks – TalkExplorer [15] and SetFusion [16]. There is also a range of sys-

tems that support dynamic critiquing of an algorithm, such as Pu et al. [57] and Chen180

et al. [58]. Finally, Nagulendra and Vassileva [17] created an interactive visualization

which provides users of social networking sites with awareness of the personalization
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mechanism. For a detailed review of visual and interactive recommender systems, read

Chen et al. [59]. Although not focused on personalized recommendation, but rather

on navigation of musical datasets, Knees et al. [60] introduced a virtual 3D landscape185

which allows the user to freely navigate a collection. To the best of our knowledge,

Moodplay is the first interactive music recommender system that maps the artists in a

latent, navigable, affective visual space based on the recently developed music-specific

mood model GEMS [28], further explained in section 4.2.

3.4. Affective-aware Visualizations of Music Collections190

Although affective-based music selection and recommendation are gaining pop-

ularity in both research and commercial settings, the development of visual aids for

affective information is still scarce. Nearly all existing visualizations are built upon

Russell’s circumplex model of affect [27]. This model is today commonly used to

represent emotions and moods as a mixture of two dimensions, valence and arousal,195

positioning them in the coordinate system. Yang et al. [61] incorporated it into their

music retrieval method, and a commercial application Habu3 uses it as a platform for

music selection based on mood.

However, many emotions cannot be uniquely characterized by valence and arousal

values [62]. For example, fear and anger, two distinctive emotions, both have high200

arousal and negative valence, and are commonly placed close to each other in the cir-

cumplex model [63]. It is also important to note that models derived from general

research in psychology, such as Russell’s, may not be suitable for musical emotions.

One reason being that music, unlike other life events, possibly induces more contem-

plative range of emotions [29]. To address this problem, we propose a novel visual205

representation of music specific affective dimensions, built upon the GEMS model de-

rived from an extensive psychological study by Zentner et al. [28] (see section 4.2 for

details).

3http://habumusic.com
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Figure 2: Screenshots of interactive features in MoodPlay: (1) and (2) - the varying recommendation catch-
ment area around user avatar, controlled by a hybridization slider, (3) - trail based interaction, along with a
display of artist information box upon clicking on artist node in the visualization.

4. System Overview

The MoodPlay system is accessible via web browser and consists of three sections:210

input, visualization and recommendation panel. Users construct profiles by entering

names of artists via an interactive drop-down list (Figure 1-left). Based on the mood

information associated with profile artists (see section 4.2 for explanation), the system

positions a user avatar in a precomputed visual mood space (Figure 1-center) and rec-

ommends new artists (Figure 1-right). In this section we provide an overview of the215

user interface and explain the method for constructing the mood space.

4.1. Interface Design

Visualization. Visualization of the mood space along with the artists within it is

central to solving the problem of navigation through the music collection and explana-

tions of recommendations. The space consists of 266 moods - similar ones being po-220

sitioned closer to each other than dissimilar ones (the construction method is detailed

in section 4.2). Furthermore, moods form a hierarchy with three primary categories

at the top - vital, sublime and uneasy (see Table 1), portrayed on canvas in different

colors. Red, generally associated with passion and high energy [64], is used for vital

mood category. Blue, more serene color [64], denotes sublime category, which in-225

cludes tender and peaceful moods among others. Lastly, uneasy mood nodes are green
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- a color that is occasionally associated with sickness [64], but here chosen mainly

for aesthetic reasons to complement the other two category colors. Mood nodes are

semi-transparent, their size is equal and purposefully large enough to cause overlap.

This produces an interplay of colors, thus forming the space with gradual transitions230

between mood categories. Artists from our database are placed within the mood space

based on moods associated with their music. Users can stream their music in real-time

and see additional artist information by clicking on the nodes.

Our interface design follows Shneirdermann’s visual information seeking mantra

“Overview first, zoom and filter, then details on-demand” [65]. As indicated in Table 1235

and explained in 4.2, moods form a hierarchy with 3 top categories displayed in distinct

colors, and 15 subcategories. User can choose to display individual subcategories via

Browse tab on the left interface pane (Figure 1). Such a hierarchical view of the large

number of moods allows the user to explore the mood space by starting from broad

terms and then filtering down selection to specific subset of moods in the visualization,240

while zooming and panning to more closely inspect areas of interest. Furthermore,

we implement a dynamic mood labeling algorithm in order to reduce cognitive load

in a dense mood space. We rank the moods based on the frequency of their usage to

describe different artists, and show only limited number of the most popular moods at

a given zoom level.245

Recommendations. An ordered list of recommended artists is displayed in the

right panel (Figure 1) and the corresponding artist nodes are highlighted in the mood

space. In this way, we aim to provide transparency, trust, efficiency and satisfaction to

the user, which are four out of the seven criteria identified by Tintarev and Masthoff

[66] to design explanations in recommender systems (the other three are scrutability,250

effectiveness and persuasiveness). Items in the recommendation list are linked to au-

dio streams via Rdio4 and to Last.fm5 profiles of artists. For each recommended artist

we also display artist’s picture, color of the top mood category (red, blue or green) and

name of the sub-category the artist belongs to, with the goal to help users gain some un-

4Rdio streaming service was discontinued in December 2015.
5http://www.last.fm/api/intro
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derstanding of the music upon visual inspection. Furthermore, because recommended255

items change as a result of the user’s interaction with the system, we display up or down

arrows next to artist name if its position changed, a horizontal line if it remained the

same or a star if the recommendation is new. Rating of recommended items is enabled

only for the purpose of the user study, and is achieved by clicking on one of the five

stars below artist names.260

Interaction. Adaptivity of music recommenders is particularly important due to

the dynamic nature of the listening context [67]. Keeping this in mind, we model the

gradual change of a user’s preference by enabling the movement of the avatar (Figure

2.1) in the mood space and maintaining the array of trail marks, weighted by distance

from the current position (Figure 2.3). As the user navigates away from the initial265

position, we incorporate the mood information associated with each trail mark into the

recommendation algorithm. Removing any of the trail marks is possible by simply

clicking on it, and deleting the whole trail is achieved by clicking on the initial position

of the avatar.

Finally, fine-tuning of recommendations is further supported by controlling the hy-270

bridization of recommendation process. Our recommendation approach accounts for

the fact that mood-based similarity between artists does not necessarily match audio

based similarity (e.g. techno and punk artists are both energetic, but they do not sound

similar). Therefore, we allow users to adjust the mood influence via a slider control

which dynamically re-sizes a catchment area around the current avatar position (Figure275

2.1 and 2.2). The weaker the mood influence, the more we rely on audio similarity to

calculate recommendations, and vice-versa.

4.2. Music Specific Visual Model of Affect

A key challenge of this research was showing and explaining inter-relationships

between artists and moods in a two-dimensional space. To that end, we analyzed mood280

metadata for 4,927 artists collected from Rovi6, which is to our knowledge the most

comprehensive collection of professionally curated mood-artist tags. Each artist in

6http://developer.rovicorp.com/io-docs
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our dataset is characterized by approximately 5 to 20 weighted mood words out of

289 available ones, and represented with a vector X ∈ R289. Finally, correspondence

analysis [68] was used to reduce data dimensionality, which resulted in a latent variable285

space containing moods and artists.

Numerous emotion models, both continuous and categorical have been proposed in

the psychology field [69, 70, 71]. For the purpose of identifying potential clusters in

our mood space, we explore whether our visual map fits into a hierarchical, and there-

fore categorical, music-specific emotion model proposed by Zentner et al. [28]. This290

model, from now on referred to as Geneva Emotional Music Scales or GEMS, consists

of 3 main categories (vitality, uneasiness, sublimity), 9 sub-categories and 45 music rel-

evant emotion words distributed across different sub-categories. Our hypothesis was

that such hierarchy should emerge in the visual mood space built upon professionally

curated artist-mood associations. It is important to note that psychology researchers295

focus on deriving emotion models rather than mood models, and for recommendation

purposes, music is generally tagged with mood descriptors. In this paper we use either

of the terms depending on the field we address, and an overarching term, affect, in the

context of our proposed system.

To perform our hierarchical classification of moods, we employed a WordNet7 sim-300

ilarity tool8 and calculated similarity scores between 289 Rovi and 45 GEMS mood

words. Furthermore, since similarity between terms in WordNet is based on semantic

relatedness and not strictly on synonimity, we evaluated mood classification by subjec-

tive observation. For example, the word volatile was found to be related more closely

to tender than tense and was placed into sub-category Tenderness, rather than Tension.305

Hence, the following steps were taken to reduce observed classification error rate: (1)

mood hierarchy is expanded to accommodate moods that do not belong to any of the

GEMS categories, (2) 23 of the least frequently used mood words to describe artists in

Rovi were discarded, (3) the set of remaining misclassified words are placed into cate-

gories that they are more likely to belong to. Table 1 shows the final list of categories310

7https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
8http://maraca.d.umn.edu/cgi-bin/similarity/similarity.cgi
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Category Sub-category No. of moods Example moods

Sublimity Tenderness 24 Delicate, romantic, sweet
Peacefulness 22 Pastoral, relaxed, soothing
Wonder 24 Happy, light, springlike
Nostalgic 9 Dreamy, rustic, yearning
Transcendence 10 Atmospheric, spiritual, uplifting

Vitality Power 29 Ambitious, fierce, pulsing, intense
Joyful activation 32 Animated, fun, playful, exciting

Unease Tension 32 Nervous, harsh, rowdy, rebellious
Sadness 18 Austere, bittersweet, gloomy, tragic
Fear * 10 Spooky, nihilistic, ominous
Lethargy * 8 Languid, druggy, hypnotic
Repulsiveness * 10 Greasy, sleazy, trashy, irreverent

Other * Stylistic * 19 Graceful, slick, elegant, elaborate
Cerebral * 12 Detached, street-smart, ironic
Mechanical * 7 Crunchy, complex, knotty

Table 1: Structure and description of MoodPlay mood hierarchy. Categories and sub-categories marked with
* are the expansions from the original GEMS model.

and distribution of associated moods.

5. Technical Design and Implementation

MoodPlay uses diverse data collected from different sources, mostly through pub-

lic Web APIs. Recommendations have to be computed very quickly, since they are

immediately presented in the interface as a result of user interaction. Therefore, the315

system requires an appropriate architectural design. As depicted in Figure 3, it has two

main components: one for building the library of items with their metadata (Dataset

Construction) and a second component that generates user recommendations (Recom-

mendation Framework). The following subsections describe the architecture design

and implementation in detail.320

5.1. Dataset

MoodPlay relies on a static dataset of 4,927 artists, obtained in several iterations.

First, 3,275 artists were randomly selected from a subset of the Million Songs Dataset9.

9http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/millionsong/pages/getting-dataset#subset
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Figure 3: MoodPlay system architecture indicating the modules for: (1) dataset construction and (2) recom-
mendation framework.

Artists ranged from very popular to less known, and played music in a variety of genres

and over different decades. The pool was then expanded by 2,000 most popular artists325

from the public EchoNest10 database, as measured by proprietary metrics familiarity

and hottness. We complemented the initial set in order to better facilitate an online

user study with participants of different ages from different parts of the world. Artists

for which we were not able to obtain mood or song data were discarded. Next, mood

data for each artist was obtained via Rovi API and the top ten most popular songs for330

each artist along with corresponding audio analysis data were obtained from EchoNest.

Different versions of the same song, having the same title in EchoNest database were

discarded. Rdio API was used for music streaming in MoodPlay. Finally, artist pictures

and links to Last.fm profiles were obtained via Last.fm API.

10http://developer.echonest.com
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Figure 4: Schematic representing our hybrid cascading recommender which pre-filters based on mood simi-
larity and then post-filters based on content similarity.

5.2. Recommendation Approaches335

Our hybrid cascading recommender [72] operates in two stages as shown in Figure

4: (1) using the user profile as an input, our system produces a first candidate set of rec-

ommendations based on mood similarity, and (2) the output of the first recommender

becomes the input to an audio content-based recommender, which re-ranks the artists

and produces the final recommendation list. Such layered approach supports our goal340

to help the user control and understand how recommendations are generated while nav-

igating mood space. The following paragraphs describe the recommendation process

in detail.

Offline computation of artist similarity. Artists’ pairwise similarity, based on

mood and audio content, is calculated offline and stored in two separate data structures.345

Mood-based similarity between any two artists is a function of their Euclidean distance

in the affective space produced by correspondence analysis. To calculate audio-based

similarity, we first identify the 10 most popular songs for each artist in our database via

the EchoNest API and obtain audio analysis data for the total of 49,270 songs from the

same source. We used timbre, tempo, loudness and key confidence attributes, which350

amounted to approximately 10,000 numerical values per song. In order to make the

similarity calculations efficient, we represent each song with a vector vi ∈ R515 [73]

and build artist data into a KD-tree [74]. Finally, an accelerated approach for nearest-

neighbor retrieval that uses maximum-variance KD-tree data structure was used to

compute similarity between songs, since it is has a good balance of accuracy, scale355

and efficiency [73]. In this way, time complexity of constructing a similarity matrix

was reduced from O(n2) to O(n log n), while the search for the K nearest neighbors

of a given artist is reduced fromO(K ·n) toO(K · log n). To compute artist similarity,

first, for each song we rank all other songs from the dataset from most to least similar.
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We then calculate average similarity rank of songs per artist [47], thus obtaining the360

artist similarity matrix (Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for computation of audio similarity
Input:

Set of artists: A = {a1, a2, ..., an}
Set of songs for all artists: S = {Sa1 ∪ Sa2 ∪ ... ∪ San}

Output: Audio similarity ranks: ARanks = {ai → {aj → rankij}}
1: function COMPUTEAUDIOSIMILARITYRANKS

2: ARanks = {} . dictionary of artist similarity ranks
3: for each artist ai in A do
4: SRanks = {} . dictionary of song similarity ranks
5: for each song sk in Sai do
6: SRanks[sk] = COMPUTESIMILARITYMAPOFSONGRANKS(sk, S)
7: end for
8: for each artist aj in A do
9: ARanks[ai][aj] = COMPUTEAVERAGESONGSIMILARITY(SRanks, Saj)

10: end for
11: end for
12: return ARanks
13: end function

14: function COMPUTESIMILARITYMAPOFSONGRANKS(s, S)
15: Rank all songs from S based on audio similarity to song s
16: for each sj in S do
17: similarityMapOfSongRanks[sj] = rankj
18: end for
19: return similarityMapOfSongRanks
20: end function

21: function COMPUTEAVERAGESONGSIMILARITY(SRanks, Sa)
22: average = 0
23: for each song si in Sa do
24: for each song sj in SRanks.keys do
25: average += SRanks[sj ][si]
26: end for
27: end for
28: average = average / (Sa.size * SRanks.size)
29: return average
30: end function

Online recommendation. During a user session, MoodPlay recommends new

artists similar to the artists the user enters into her profile. First, we determine the

overall mood by calculating the centroid C(u) = (cx, cy) of profile artist positions,

where we then place the user avatar. The coordinates cx and cy are calculated as in365
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Equation 1, where P is the set of artists in the user profile, ax is the x− axis and ay is

the y − axis coordinate of artist a in profile P .

cx =
∑
a∈P

ax
|P |

cy =
∑
a∈P

ay
|P |

(1)

Artists found within the adjustable radius around the centroid are all potential can-

didates for recommendation because they are considered to reflect the latent moods

derived from the user’s input. Among the candidate artists, we select the ten most370

similar to the user profile based on pre-computed audio similarity data, rank them by

distance from the user position and display first five as recommended artists (Algorithm

2).

Algorithm 2 Basic algorithm for online music recommendation
Input:

Artists in user profile: P = {a1, ..., an}
User position: u = Centroid(a1, ..., an), ai ∈ P or u is a position from user’s trail T =
{u1, ..., un}
Recommendation radius: r
Audio similarity ranks: ARanks = {ai → {aj → rankij}}
Number of recommendations: nrec

Output:
Recommended artists: R = {a1, ..., an}

1: function RECOMMENDMUSIC(u)
2: M = [] . artists within mood radius
3: for ai in A− P do
4: if distance(ai, u) < r then M[i] = ai
5: end if
6: end for
7: H = {} . dict. of artists & similarity with P
8: for ai in M do
9: H[ai] = AVERAGESIMRANKING(ai, P )

10: end for
11: sort(H) . sort artists by audio similarity
12: R = H[1..nrec]
13: return R
14: end function

15: function AVERAGESIMRANKING(a, P )
16: average = 0
17: for each ai in P do
18: average += ARanks[a][ai]
19: end for
20: return average / P.size
21: end function

Trail-based recommendation. Furthermore, we propose a novel, adaptive recom-

mendation approach that accounts for the preference change in terms of mood, reflected375
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by the repositioning of user’s avatar in the affective space. We keep track of each new

position and apply a decay function to the preference trail when recommending new

artists. Recommendations from the last position in the trail are assigned the greatest

weight, because we presume that the most recent mood area of interest is the most

relevant to user. The weights further decrease as a function of hop distance from the380

end of the trail. Pseudocode for the trail based recommendation algorithm is given in

Algorithm 3 and here we outline the steps.

At each trail mark, we apply the recommendation algorithm described in the previ-

ous sub-sections, which produces an initial set of recommendation candidates. We then

calculate adjusted distances da between trail marks and surrounding recommendation385

candidates in two steps. First, we normalize distances between the trail mark and artists

because the radius can vary among trail marks. If the distances were not normalized,

many relevant artists would be falsely considered irrelevant and would not appear in

the final recommendation list. Next, we adjust the normalized distances for each trail

mark based on the corresponding weights using the formula da = dn +∆×(|T |−1–i),390

where dn is a normalized distance, ∆ is a decay constant, |T | is a total number of trail

marks and i is an iterator over the trail marks. After several tests, we found that weight

constant ∆ performs the best when calculated as: ∆ = rmin/4, where rmin is the min-

imal recommendation radius. The larger the value of ∆, the steeper the decay function.

Finally, the recommendation candidates are sorted based on adjusted distances, and top395

five are recommended to the user.

6. Evaluation

Preliminary evaluation of an early version of MoodPlay has been described in [20].

Compared to the previously published study, here we present modified experiment de-

sign and more comprehensive analysis of results. We performed a crowd-sourced study400

with entirely new set of participants. Number of participants was 378, but 279 remained

after filtering out those that we did not deem as valid, i.e. those who incorrectly an-

swered attention check questions or ended the study prematurely.

The focus of the evaluation was to understand the effects of mood-based interac-
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Algorithm 3 Hybrid recommendation with provenance trails.
Input:

Trail of user positions: T = {u1, u2, ..., un}, where u1 is the profile based position and consecutive
ui are positions that user navigated to
Current recommendation radius: r
Minimum recommendation radius: rmin

Number of recommendations: nrec

Output:
Recommended artists: R = {a1, ..., an}

1: function RECOMMENDMUSICBASEDONTRAIL
2: R = {} . dict. of recommended artists
3: ∆ = rmin/4
4: for ui in T do
5: for aj in RECOMMENDMUSIC(ui) do
6: ds = SCALE(distance(ui, aj ), r, rmin)
7: da = ds + ∆× (T.size− 1− i)
8: R[aj ] = da
9: end for

10: end for
11: sort(R) . sort artists in R by da
12: return R[1..nrec]
13: end function

14: function SCALE(d, r, rmin)
15: dc = Convert d from range [0, r] to [0, rmin]
16: return dc
17: end function

tions with a recommendation algorithm and to independently evaluate the influence of405

the MoodPlay visualization from an explanatory perspective. To improve the previous

experiment design, in this study we gave users more freedom to naturally interact with

the system and we tracked additional interaction metrics. Furthermore, in the previous

study we focused the evaluation on user characteristics, interaction and experience, and

placed less attention on ratings-based analysis. Here we report the results of both quan-410

titative and qualitative analysis and address impact of mood based interactions on user

experience.

6.1. Mood data in automated recommendation

Before we proceed with our main experiments on interaction with mood data, we

first set out to understand the impact that mood information can have on automated,415

non-interactive algorithms. This is an important step that can provide insight into the

utility of different inputs about mood during the interactive process that we describe

later. In particular, we describe the results of an automated experiment to show quan-
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Figure 5: Predictive error (MAE and RMSE) for five recommendation algorithms:. PMF (Probabilistic
Matrix Factorization), GAVG (Global average rating), UKNN (User-based K Nearest Neightbors), CAMF
(Context-aware Matrix Factorization), FM (Factorization Machines). CAMF CI, CAMF CU and FM CI are
tuned with mood data at the item (CI) and user levels (CU), respectively, while the other three are benchmarks
and are only tuned on a traditional user-item ratings matrix.

titatively that using mood as context during recommendation can improve recommen-

dation quality. To do this, we use two versions of context-aware matrix factorization420

method from Zhang et al. [75], trained using a traditional item-rating matrix, along

with mood information from our GEMS model, for each item. We compute prediction

error to compare against three traditional recommendation algorithms, which are only

trained on a matrix of user and item ratings. One limitation of this experiment is that

we are predicting over ratings that were gathered through the Moodplay system, which425

may have influenced the rating in different ways. We plan an additional experiment

with ratings gathered from LastFM to verify our results on a separate data set. We run

a 5-fold cross validation on a collection of 2,548 ratings of 593 items (musical artists)

with 5 associated mood tags per item. Data density was 0.29% and the mean item rat-

ing was 2.75 on a 1-5 Likert scale, with a standard deviation of 1.31. Figure 5 shows430

the results of this experiment for the five methods on the x-axis. The x-axis group-

ings are MAE and RMSE scores for each algorithm, two popular error metrics used

to measure the predictive accuracy of recommendation algorithms [76]. Y-axis shows

the value for those metrics. The CAMF or context-aware matrix factorization methods
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Feature (1) (2) (3) (4)

Profile generation x x x x
Ordered list of recommendations x x x x
Display of mood space x x x
Navigation in mood space x x
Hybridization control x x
Trail based recommendations x

Number of subjects 70 69 70 70

Table 2: Table of experimental conditions and associated features. Conditions increase in complexity, (1)
having only two and (4) having all available features.

were trained with additional mood information. The CAMF CI algorithm computes435

mood information over items, while the CAMF CU computes it over individual users.

Figure 5 is sorted from left to right by best performance. It is clear that the three mood

based methods outperformed the benchmarks, on both metrics. For the benchmarks,

we chose a classic user-KNN collaborative filtering algorithm, along with a simple

global average predictor and a pure matrix factorization approach. We note that the440

poor performance of the latter may be a result of sparsity in the ratings matrix – which

enables us to make the point that perhaps mood-aware algorithms can be a good boot-

strapping mechanism that helps to combat the sparsity problem for traditional matrix

factorization algorithms when such data is available.

6.2. Setup445

As in the previous study, we set up four conditions having different features, shown

in Table 2. The conditions have increasing visual and interaction complexity (see sub-

section Interaction in 4.1 for description of more complex features). In each of the

conditions users create a profile by entering artist names. The system uses this infor-

mation to generate recommendations and display them as a list. In condition 1, users450

see the list of recommendations but do not see the visualization and mood information.

In condition 2, mood space and the user’s avatar within it are visible, but interaction

is not enabled. Condition 3 allows users to navigate the mood space, move the avatar

without keeping track of previous positions, and modify the size of catchment area

around the avatar. Finally, condition 4 (Figure 2) tests the full system, including trail455

based recommendations.
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6.3. Study Procedure

Participants accepted the study on Mechanical Turk11 and were redirected to a

Qualtrics12 pre-study survey with demographic and propensity related questions. Among

the questions in this survey, we collected users’ current mood by asking them to choose460

one of the following options: (a) Sublime (e.g.: joyful, warm and tender moods), (b)

Vital (e.g.: stimulating moods such as “lively”, “energetic” or “fierce”) or (c) Uneasy

(e.g.: negative moods such as “sad”, “tense” or “fearful”).

Following this, they were assigned to a random condition and performed the main

task. Finally, participants gave qualitative feedback in a post-study survey, also admin-465

istered through the Qualtrics platform.

During the main task, participants were given step by step instructions in the form

of interactive MoodPlay system tutorial. They were asked to enter at least three profile

items (music bands) from a drop-down list, shown on the left in Figure 1. In all con-

ditions, this profile was used to generate a list of 5 recommendations, that were shown470

on the right side of the screen. Ratings were collected for the recommendation list

as a whole and 5 individual items in the list. Participants were then allowed to inter-

act freely with the system and generate as many intermediate recommendation lists as

they wished. Once satisfied, they again rated the full list of items prior to finishing the

MoodPlay interaction task. In our study, ratings were an indicator of users’ perceived475

recommendation quality, or simply how well they liked suggested artists. Although

music is subjective, and users may have different criteria for rating (e.g. expectations

at a given moment, taste, current mood, similarity of suggestions to profile items),

by comparing ratings across different conditions we can evaluate the impact of Mood-

Play’s features on the perceived quality of recommendations. To ensure that users spent480

sufficient time in the experiment, we displayed a non-numerical timer and gave users

the opportunity to proceed to the post-study after at least 1.5 minutes of interaction.

11https://www.mturk.com
12http://www.qualtrics.com
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6.4. Participants

The 279 valid participants were equally distributed across all 4 conditions: 70,

69, 70 and 70. Studies lasted an average of 20 minutes and participants were paid an485

amount of $1.00 per study. Age ranges of participants were reported from 18 to over

65, with an average range of 25-30. 52% were female. 13% did not finish college,

40% had a four-year college degree and 47% had a graduate degree. 74% were famil-

iar with data visualization; 66% used a mouse for the interactive study and 34% had

a trackpad. When asked about music tastes, 89% said they listen to music frequently.490

Reported use of streaming services such as Pandora was normally distributed. 71%

of participants reported that they preferred a mix of popular and esoteric music. Par-

ticipants were asked to rate the statement I am a trusting person on a scale of 1 to

5, in order to evaluate whether their trust in the recommendation system stems from

their trust propensity or interaction with the system. The results were approximately495

evenly distributed across low, medium and high trust bins. During the design stage of

this experiment, approximately 10 informal lab-based studies were also conducted and

participants were interviewed to gauge their experiences with the system. Among the

questions in the pre-study survey, we collected users’ current mood by asking them

“Which of the following best describes your current mood?”. They choose one of the500

following options: (a) Sublime (e.g.: joyful, warm and tender moods), (b) Vital (e.g.:

stimulating moods such as ’lively’, ’energetic’ or ’fierce’) or (c) Unease (e.g.: negative

moods such as ’sad’, ’tense’ or ’fearful’).” The results indicated that most people felt

to be in a sublime mood (56%), followed by vital (29%), and the fewest, unease(15%).

7. Results505

We present our results in five subsections. We first provide details on how subjects

interacted with the interface in the different conditions, in order to understand how the

design decisions affected the user behavior. Then, in the second subsection, we present

results in terms of the diversity and accuracy of the system, comparing artist streaming
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activity, rating and nDCG13 differences among conditions. In the third subsection we510

analyze the effect of mood in the results – both self-reported user mood prior to the

study and artists’ mood category. Next, in the fourth section we present qualitative

results to understand subjective aspects of user behavior. Finally, in section five, we

summarize the results by combining both quantitative and qualitative data into an in-

tegral analysis. This allows us to explain how visual and interactive aspects of each515

condition affect the results of objective and subjective metrics.

7.1. User Behavior from Log Analysis

We recorded the amount of time users spent on the interface, but we found no

significant differences among conditions. We also logged several user interactions with

the system, most of which were clicks on different interface components as shown in520

Figure 6. While some of these actions were available across all conditions since they

were recorded on the user profile and recommendation panels (adding and removing

artists in the profile list, playing music by clicking on artists in the recommendation

list), other actions were available only in the visually-enhanced conditions (clicking on

artist nodes and playing music through artist nodes in the visualization). Finally, two525

interactions were available only in the most advanced condition, where users could

actually draw a trail when moving the avatar (creating and removing trail marks). We

highlight two results from analyzing these actions and detailed statistics can be found

in Table 3.

Preference Elicitation. In MoodPlay, music artists were recommended based on530

their mood similarity to the artists in the user profile. We found that users added sig-

nificantly more artists in conditions 1 (M=4.47, SE=0.23), p <.002, and 2 (M=3.78,

SE=0.13), p <.003, than in condition 3 (M=3.03, SE=0.02) and 4 (M=3.09, SE=0.09).

Furthermore, while 16 and 11 users removed artists from their profile in conditions 1

and 2 respectively, only one user removed an artist in condition 4 and no user did it535

in condition 3. In conditions 1 and 2 the only way that users could update their list

of recommendations was by adding or removing artists in their profile. In conditions

13Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain - a measure of ranking quality in terms of usefulness of rec-
ommended item based on its position in the recommendation list.
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Condition

Statistic (1) (2) (3) (4)

# users 70 69 70 70
avg. artists added/user 4.472,3,4 3.783,4 3.03 3.09

avg. artists removed/user 0.373,4 0.21 0 0
# users who removed artists 163,4 113,4 0 1

avg. total interactions/user 18.11 18.91 24.271,2 23.251,2

avg. recommended lists/user 1.872 1.53 2.31,2 2.241,2

Table 3: Statistics describing user interactions with the interface in different conditions. Superscript numbers
indicate conditions over which the significant difference was found. Significance is obtained via multiple t-
test with Bonferroni correction, except for # users who removed artists, where it was obtained via multiple
proportion test.

3 and 4, users could update the recommendation list simply by moving the avatar in

the interactive visualization. On average they generated more recommendation lists

than users in conditions 1 and 2. Despite the ease to get a new set of recommenda-540

tions in conditions 3 and 4 compared to 1 and 2, the results still show that users in all

conditions were interested in exploring recommendations beyond the first list - either

because they were curious, they enjoyed the system or were not content with the initial

recommendations list.

Figure 6: User actions logged during the user study, contextualized on the interface of condition 4, which
includes all system’s features.

Diversity. One of the most interesting results of our study is that the right amount545

of interaction functionality in a visual interface can promote diversity among the con-
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Figure 7: Consumption of unique items per user: rating-based (left) , and played-based interactions all over
the interface (center) and on the recommendation list only (right).

sumed items. Promoting diversity in recommender systems is one of the most im-

portant topics in the area [77], particularly helpful in preventing the creation of filter

bubbles [78]. We measured this effect by comparing the number of unique artists rated

and played per user in each condition. With respect to artists played, we considered550

“playing activity” in any component of the interface (visualization and recommenda-

tion panel) and in the recommendation list only, to make a fair comparison against

condition 1. Plots in Figure 7 show these distributions. Significant differences were

assessed with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests since data departs from normality. We ac-

counted for multiple comparisons with Bonferroni correction. The most important555

result is that condition 3 significantly outperforms all the other conditions in the three

aforementioned metrics: amount of rated items (M=10.59 , S.E.=0.41), p <.001, num-

ber of artists played anywhere (M=10.71, S.E.=0.81), p = .002, and artists played on

the recommendation panel only (M=10.61, S.E.=0.82), p <.003. Also notable, con-

dition 1 shows significantly more diversity than condition 2 in terms of unique artists560

rated (M=8.56, S.E.=0.28), p <.001, and played in the recommendation list (M=7.63,

S.E.=0.43), p <.02.

Ranking. In addition to differences in diversity of explored artists, we analyzed

differences in ranking among the different conditions. During the study, users had to

rate an initial and a final list of recommendation, and they were free to rate more lists565

in between. We used the metric nDCG [79], since it is a common metric used in rec-
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NDCG and standard error per condition

1 2 3 4

First recommended list 0.58 ± 0.02 0.54 ± 0.02 0.58 ± 0.02 0.55 ± 0.02

Last recommended list 0.54 ± 0.03 0.47 ± 0.03 0.58 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.03

Table 4: Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) and standard error for the first and last rated
recommendation list, per condition.

ommender systems [80]. nDCG measures the gain of a recommendation discounted by

the logarithm of its position in the list. This accumulated gain is high when relevant

items (rated 4 or 5) appear at the top of the list and the non-relevant elements (rated 1,2

or 3) are placed at the bottom. Table 4 shows the average nDCG of the first and last570

lists at each condition. To analyze the differences in nDCG ranking between condi-

tions, we conducted multiple pairwise t-tests with Bonferroni correction. We found no

differences in nDCGs at the initial lists, but by comparing the nDCGs at the end of the

study, we found that condition 3 had a significantly larger nDCG (M=0.58,SE=0.02)

than condition 2 (M=0.47, SE=0.02), p=0.048. Since the recommendation algorithm575

was the same in all four conditions, only the visualization and interaction could explain

the observed differences among conditions. Condition 2 provides a visualization which

allows users to explore the dataset (artists) in terms of mood, but unlike condition 3, it

does not allow them to update the recommendation list through the visual mood space.

This might explain the better ranking quality that was observed in condition 3.580

7.2. Mood Analysis

We designed Moodplay to investigate the effect of music exploration based on

mood categories upon user satisfaction. In this investigation, we also explored whether

there is a connection between users’ self-reported and the affective profile of the music

that they listened to. During the pre-study, we collected users’ self-reported mood as585

described in Section 6.3: Sublime, Vital or Uneasy.

For the sake of understanding the context, the distribution of artists’ primary mood

categories and users’ self-reported mood are shown in Figure 8. The axes of users’

self-reported mood distribution are flipped to facilitate comparison with Table 5, which
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Figure 8: Distributions of primary artists’ mood (left) and users’ self-reported moods in each condition, prior
to the beginning of user study (right).

Average Artists’ Moods Weights

User-Reported Mood Art. Sublimity Art. Uneasy Art. Vitality Art. Style

(overall dataset) 0.38 0.21 0.27 0.14

A
rt

is
ts

in
U

se
r

Pr
ofi

le

Sublime 0.37 0.22 0.27 0.14

Unease 0.36 0.24 0.27 0.13

Vital 0.37 0.20 0.29 0.14

A
rt

is
ts

R
at

ed

Sublime 0.40 0.16 0.29U 0.15

Unease 0.38 0.20S,V 0.26 0.16

Vital 0.38 0.16 0.30U 0.15

Table 5: Average weight of each artist mood (columns) in the whole dataset (first row), among artists added to
user profile (rows 2-4), and among artists rated by users (rows 5-6). Statistical tests were performed column-
wise. Within each column, we found statistically significant weights only among artists rated, showing that
usage of the MoodPlay system actually changed the consumption depending on user’s self-reported mood.

shows the average weights of each primary mood category for artists (Sublimity, Un-590

easy, Vitality, Style) versus users’ self reported mood (Sublime, Unease, Vital). In

addition, Table 5 compares two groups of data: artists that users added to their profile,

and artists that were rated. We observe the following main trends in this analysis:

• In Figure 8, we observe that sublimity is the most frequent mood in both: (a)
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artists’ primary mood category, and (b) users’ self-reported mood. This is fol-595

lowed by vitality and uneasy. In the case of artists, the least frequent primary

mood is style, the one we created in our research to expand the GEMS model.

• Artists have weights in several mood categories. In the first row of Table 5, we

show the average weight of each category over the whole artist dataset. The

mood category with largest average weight is Sublimity (0.38), followed by Vi-600

tality (0.27), Uneasy (0.21), and finally Style (0.14).

• In rows 2-4 of Table 5 we split the data based on users’ self-reported mood

and consider the artists added to user profiles (965 total). When comparing each

artist primary mood category (columns) across the three potential users’ reported

moods (rows), we found no statistically significant differences. This means that,605

on average, users added artists with similar primary mood distribution to their

profiles, independent of their self-reported mood.

• The last three rows in Table 5 show the average weights in each primary mood,

for each users’ self reported mood, but this time considering the artists rated by

users (2,704 ratings in total). We found a couple of statistically significant dif-610

ferences. For example, users who had Unease as their reported mood were more

likely to listen to/rate music with high uneasy mood (0.2) than users in Sublime

(0.16) or Vital (0.16) self-reported mood. Additionally, users in either Sublime

(0.29) or Vital (0.3) reported mood, rated/listened to artists with significantly

higher Vitality than users who reported feeling unease (0.26).615

7.3. Analysis of Post-Study Survey

In the post-study survey, we analyzed user perception of the system. As expected,

perceived ease of use drops-off with higher interface complexity and confusion in-

creases, with condition 1 being significantly less confusing than all the rest, and also

easier to use than conditions 2 and 4. Interestingly, the difference is not significant620

when compared to condition 3, which is visually as complex as condition 2, but offers

more controllable functionality (e.g. draggable user avatar).
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Mean agreement and standard error per condition

Statement 1 2 3 4

I trusted recommendations from the system 37.1 ± 3.6 44.6 ± 3.5 48.8 ± 3.5 38.4 ± 3.6

Interaction with the interface increased my trust in the recommenda-
tions

43.4 ± 3.6 47.1 ± 3.8 49.4 ± 3.8 39.2 ± 3.7

The recommendations were diverse 60.9 ± 3.3 65.3 ± 3.3 68.6 ± 3.3 59.9 ± 3.3

The interface helped me understand and compare moods of different
artists

49.4 ± 3.5 55.7 ± 3.5 55.7 ± 3.3 46.3 ± 3.4

The interface helped me understand how recommendations were
generated

42.8 ± 3.6 54.4 ± 3.9 58.61 ± 3.8 50.3 ± 3.7

The interface allowed me to control the recommendations 42.7 ± 3.6 53.8 ± 3.4 63.81 ± 3.9 52.7 ± 3.5

The interface was confusing 23.1 ± 3.1 45.31 ± 4.1 461 ± 3.9 52.61 ± 3.9

Overall, the recommendations were accurate 36.2 ± 3.6 40.7 ± 3.6 49.81 ± 3.7 38.7 ± 3.5

The system was easy to use 73.92,4 ± 3.6 58.3 ± 3.8 63.8 ± 3.6 53.2 ± 4

The interface was slow 22.2 ± 3.6 32.2 ± 3.84 31.9 ± 3.6 37.81 ± 3.2

The tutorial explained the system reasonably well 72.64 ± 3.3 62.9 ± 3.4 65.8 ± 3.2 57.5 ± 3.6

By the end of the session I was satisfied with the recommendations 42.2 ± 4.1 44.2 ± 4 49.3 ± 3.9 38 ± 3.6

Table 6: Summary of the most relevant variables in the post-study survey. Numbers indicate average user
agreement (on a scale from 1-100) with mean ± S.E. Values in bold indicate significant difference over
a condition indicated by the superscript number. Multiple comparisons were adjusted using Bonferroni
correction.

Furthermore, we did not see clear differences in average ratings per condition, but

the perception of accuracy in condition 3 is significantly higher than in condition 1.

This result is very interesting, because we are using exactly the same recommendation625

algorithm in both conditions, but the perception of accuracy changes with the addition

of visualization and draggable avatar. As expected, people also felt that condition 3

allowed them significantly more control than condition 1.

Several aspects were not perceived significantly different among conditions, such

as trust (rows 1 and 2), diversity of recommendations and helpfulness of interface to630

compare moods of different artists. Nonetheless, users perceived condition 3 more

helpful in understanding how recommendations were generated than condition 1.

All of these results indicate that the visual layout of moods and artists, with the

addition of ability to re-position the avatar in the mood space and control the hybrid

recommendation algorithm, gradually improve user experience. However, introduc-635

tion of trails in condition 4 has a negative effect, most likely because of the cognitive

overload. In addition, we suspect that trails may be perceived as limiting for the explo-

ration. It is possible that users expected to receive recommendations based on the most
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Cond. Positive comments Negative comments

1 All good. Add more bands/artists to the search- for example,
neither Silversun Pickups nor Smashing Pumpkins
were found to add to my list.

It was really fun. The recommendations didn’t seem to match the
artists I chose.

I enjoyed using this! Show more information on how the mood of a
song/artist is determined.

2 I think this could be a great tool. Good luck with
the progress I am anxious to give it a try when it is
finished

I put in 3 rappers and it gave me like oldies and
pop songs. Genre plays roles in certain moods.

I really liked this, it is a new concept that I’ve never
seen. It helped introduce me to artists in different
genres that I had never heard before and were very
good.

It runs a little slow, should improve optimization
for older computers.

The mood cloud is awesome, and I didn’t know
there could be so many different music moods, that
was great, but not being able to explore the artists
within each specific mood circle causes some frus-
tration. Making the cloud more dynamic to drag-
ging and clicking would enhance the tool.

I really didn’t understand it.

3 Really good player, i would change nothing it ac-
tually made me listen to a couple of artists i did not
know about and liked their music.

Make the interface simpler and more concise.
Speed up loading times

An interesting concept. I use Pandora a lot, and
my stations are usually based off of my mood that
day. This tool would be useful for randomization
of choices of music.

It was slow and laggy and some of the recommen-
dations didn’t have a play button. I’d like the op-
tion to buy a track if I heard one I really liked, or
to save a playlist if I really enjoyed it.

This is really cool, I do not listen to much mu-
sic and I think this would help me find some new
artists or even be used as a therapy tool.

Larger music selection, possibly change the strong
week slider, to broad or specific to the particular
mood you are feeling.

4 its a cool design Some of recommended artists didn’t relate to my
mood close enough.

Neat program! If I could practice with it more I
think I would really enjoy it.

There is a lot of text on the page and it’s a lit-
tle overwhelming. Instead of starting off with so
many ”moods,” maybe just have 20 initially listed.

It was excellent! Thanks to the developers for de-
veloping wonderful tool.

Make the interface faster and smoother. There was
too much choppiness when I was using the visual-
ization tool.

Table 7: Selected positive and negative user feedback grouped by experimental condition.

recent trail point, whereas the system accounts for all previous trail points.

7.4. Qualitative Analysis640

In each condition, participants were asked in the post-study survey to leave feed-

back on their experience and give suggestions for improving the system. Table 7 lists
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representative comments, grouped by condition and sentiment. On the positive side,

many users had fun using MoodPlay and enjoyed discovering new artists in different

moods in conditions 3 and 4. Participants reported in all four conditions that the artist645

database was small, compared to commercial systems, and also had mixing of gen-

res in the recommendation lists. In addition, visualization rendering was sluggish for

some users. These problems can be addressed in the future by considering genre in the

recommendation algorithm and by optimizing the visual design for even larger artist

database.650

7.5. Connecting Behavioral and Perception Measures

In order to explore the relationships between quantitative and qualitative exper-

imental results collected during the user study, we performed Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) [81], a technique for dimensionality reduction, over the variables that

have shown significant effects in previous studies [13, 14, 82, 83]. Our analysis focused655

on the following variables:

• Qp HOFT MU (pre-study question): How often do you listen to music online?

• Qp HOFT RE (pre-study question): How often do you use recommender sys-

tems?

• Qp TRUST2 (pre-study question): Are you a trusting person?660

• Q ACCURATE (post-study question): How accurate do you think the recom-

mendation were?

• Q CONTROL (post-study question): Did you feel in control of the interface?

• Q TRUST (post-study question): How much do you trust the recommendations

suggested during the study?665

• R TOTALINT: Number of user interactions with the system (clicks, music plays,

ratings, etc.)

• R TOTALTIME: Duration of the user study.
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Figure 9: 3D Biplots for Principal Component Analysis of the experiment variables: (i) pre-study survey
(blue), (ii) post-study survey (red) and (iii) user interaction (green).

Figure 9 shows biplots drawn from the output of PCA for each condition separately,

with arrows denoting each of the variables in the above list. For interpreting PCA plots670

we used the guidelines described in [81]: (a) the length of a vector represents the vari-

ance of that variable (within the principal components used in the biplot), (b) the cosine

of the angle between a vector and an axis indicates the importance of the contribution

of the variable to the corresponding principal component, (c) the cosine of the angle be-

tween pairs of variables indicate how correlated they are, and (d) uncorrelated variables675

are at right angles with respect to each other.

Based on these guidelines, we plan to compare the influence of user interaction

data such as time and clicks, on the results (accuracy, control, trust) versus the influ-
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ence of user characteristics (trust propensity) and prior experience (familiarity with

recommenders and music).680

Condition 1. We observe that the red post-study variables (Q CONTROL, Q TRUST,

Q ACCURACY) are strongly correlated with each other. On the other side, they are

almost orthogonal to variables R TOTALINT and R TOTALTIME, indicating that the

amount of time spent and interaction with the interface had small or no effect on vari-

ables which have been shown to influence the final user satisfaction with the system685

[14]. Furthermore, blue-colored post-study variables are loading in the same direction

as users’ pre-existing level of trust (Qp TRUST2), but the short length of this vector

tells us that its total variability is not well explained by principal components PC1, PC2

and PC3. Finally, the familiarity of users with music (Qp HOFT MU) and how often

they listen to music online (Qp HOFT RE) are strongly correlated between each other,690

but they do not explain the variability of red post-study variables.

Condition 2. Similar to condition 1, the prior levels of trust (Qp TRUST2) and fa-

miliarity with recommendation systems (Qp HOFT RE) load in the same direction as

perceived control, trust and accuracy (Q CONTROL, Q TRUST, Q ACCURACY) in

PC1. However, Q CONTROL departs from Q ACCURATE and Q TRUST on the pro-695

jection over PC2, which implies that the user perception of accuracy and trust diverted

from the perception of control, compared to condition 1. This observation may explain

some previous negative results in condition 2, such as the low number of unique artists

rated and played compared to other interfaces. Since users were able to explore the

mood space visualization, but they could not update the list of recommendations by700

interacting with it, their perception of control diverted from the perception of trust and

accuracy.

Condition 3. The preference of users for this condition, shown in the previous anal-

yses, can be explained holistically with the PCA plot. This is the only condition where

Q TOTALTIME and Q TOTALINT load in the same left direction as Q CONTROL,705

Q ACCURATE and Q TRUST in PC1 – the PC which explains most of the data vari-

ance in this condition. Notably, the acute angle between the red post-study variables

and R TOTALTIME shows that the amount of time that users spent on the interface

explains the post-study variables, and especially Q TRUST, more than in any other
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condition. This is an important result since it might indicate that both visualization710

and interaction combined help to increase the trust that users have in the recommen-

dation system. By looking at the angles between variables in PC1, we can also see

that Q TRUST (final perceived trust) is more correlated to R TOTALTIME than to

Qp TRUST2 (the initial level of user trust).

Condition 4. Similar to conditions 1 and 2, and unlike 3, this condition shows a715

disconnection between the amount of time and interaction on one hand, and the user

perception in terms of Q ACCURATE, Q CONTROL and Q TRUST on the other.

The acute angle between Qp TRUST2 and Q TRUST shows that user’s trust in the

system is more likely to be determined by the inherent user trust than by the time spent

interacting with the system. The plot also shows an opposite relation between the prior720

user experience with recommender and the amount of user interaction (since vectors

form roughly a 180◦ angle), which may suggest that the user was confused and not

fully taking advantage of advanced interface features. This could explain the drop in

user satisfaction of this interface compared to condition 3.

8. Discussion725

There is a fertile ground for expansions and branching of this research in several

directions. The overarching idea is to build a system that recommends music according

to user’s musical taste, and guides the user from her current mood to the desired (target)

mood. One caveat about the discussion, and our results, is that our experiment is

based on single-session interactions with the system. Ideally, a longitudinal study in a730

real-world music listening context should be performed, and the authors are exploring

possible ways to to achieve this. We now discuss the research questions in light of

the study results and summarize the development process and features of MoodPlay

system. In the next section, we follow with limitations and avenues for future work.

(RQ1) What are the effects of interactive visualizations on the user experience735

with a recommender system, and what is the right amount of interaction for a

music recommender?

The user study results clearly showed that the interface design and a certain com-
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bination of interactive features improve objective and perceived recommendation ac-

curacy, as well as self-reported user satisfaction. We have shown that introduction740

of hybridization control for recommendation algorithm and the ability to move a user

avatar, yielded positive effects across a variety of examined metrics. However, track-

ing of user mood states in the form of locations on the provenance trail introduced

undesirable effects. First, we suspect that this increased system complexity beyond a

comfortable threshold and caused cognitive overload, although another potential reason745

is that the trail did not match the users’ mental model, preventing them from navigating

the collection of artists effectively for the purpose of identifying relevant artists based

on mood. Second, users who are unfamiliar with the system and participate in short lis-

tening sessions may be more inclined to rapidly investigate the mood space than those

who are familiar with it and use the system in a more natural setting. Thus, the trail750

may have been perceived as a limitation during relatively short experiment sessions.

Nevertheless, modeling of changing mood preference is a fruitful research endeavor

and our future work can address trails that follow smoother mood transitions, that are

optional and are used during longer listening sessions.

(RQ2) Does affective information improve recommendation accuracy and user755

experience versus when it is not included?

Our analyses in section 7.2 show evidence that both user mood prior to the study

and the primary mood associated with the artists have an effect on the distribution of

ratings. This difference in distributions is more pronounced between the interface with

no visualization (condition 1) versus the other interfaces which have visualization (2,760

3, 4). This result shows that making people aware of the mood of the artists combined

with appropriate interactivity in a music recommender, can change the way they per-

ceive the accuracy of the same music algorithm. In particular, when users’ self-reported

mood was Unease (associated with anger, sadness, depression) their overall rating de-

creased compared to users with different self-reported mood (Sublime and Vital) only765

at the conditions with visualization of moods. Moreover, when users conducted the

study while in Sublime mood, they were more likely to provide higher ratings to artists

with mood Style, while the interfaces with visualization received higher ratings for

artists with primary mood Unease. Overall, there is a need for further research to es-
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tablish a causal link between users’ self-reported mood, artists’ mood, and interface,770

but the results of our study hint towards a direction where all these variables play an

important role in building recommender system interfaces.

Visualization of affective metadata for a music recommender system

Mood information has been visually represented in several preceding works, with

the goal of enabling user selection of artists in desired moods. Typically, users choose775

a mood point in the visual space and the system plays music associated with the se-

lected mood. To our knowledge, all up to date visualizations of moods for this purpose

are based on a circumplex model of affect, which represents moods along valence and

arousal dimensions (see section 3.4). We argue that there exists a need to use a mu-

sic specific mood model for the purpose of music recommendation, and propose an780

approach to fulfill it. Specifically, a dimensionality reduction method was applied to

high-dimensional data containing mood-artist associations. It was then shown that a

mood model, previously developed in music psychology research, emerges in the ob-

tained two-dimensional, visual mood space.

To use this space during recommendation process, and help users to get a better785

understanding of it, several design aspects were addressed when incorporating it into

an interactive system. Though not all explicitly tested in the user study: choice of

colors, item sizes and transparency, dynamic labeling of mood nodes and node filtering

based on mood categories, they all aim to explain the mood space and support the

recommendation.790

Supporting interaction, explanations and control over such visualization

The interaction with the system ranges from zooming and panning the visualization

to explore the moods and artists, to controlling the hybridization level of the recommen-

dation algorithm. Both user profile items and recommended artists are highlighted in

the visualization, which helps users understand how those two sets are related based795

on moods. The explanation and exploration are further supported by providing links

to external artist profiles, music streaming on demand, and displaying mood categories

for recommended items. Moreover, a user avatar is positioned within the mood space

at the centroid of user profiles items. The ability to move the avatar and form a trail

of mood markers serves as a mechanism for modeling the change in user preference.800
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This way users can control the recommendations, which are regenerated whenever the

position is changed. A second way to influence the recommendation algorithm is by

setting the ratio between mood and audio based filtering. This is achieved via simple

slider control and visually explained to the user by re-sizing the catchment area around

the avatar when the slider is moved. As the area increases, the recommendation results805

depend more on the audio similarity to the profile items and less on the mood metadata.

9. Limitations and Future Work

Visual mood space. In this research, a key goal was to explore the use of a (visual)

hierarchical mood model, capable of handling different granularity in the way moods

are represented. Our model encompasses moods that are difficult to represent on the810

traditional valence arousal scale (Russell’s Circumplex model). Our aim was also to

enable location and exploration of moods via hierarchy, and therefore bring more diver-

sity to research in mood scales. In the future work, however, we would like to compare

our results with the traditional model as a benchmark.

Recommendation algorithm and interface. In terms of accuracy, users perceived815

the system as lacking prediction power, since the final survey resulted in an average

evaluation among 36.2 - 49.8 out of a maximum of 100. We acknowledge this weak-

ness of our implementation, and highlight the following aspects for improvement. First,

building the mood space using a larger artist database could improve the mood-based

component of the recommendation algorithm. Next, the MoodPlay system accounts820

for audio similarity when recommending music, but audio content analysis does not

always accurately distinguish between music genres. Therefore, the recommendation

algorithm can be improved by incorporating genre information. In addition, the system

uses an audio similarity method that previously yielded satisfactory results but further

investigation and comparison of algorithms could produce a better outcome. Finally,825

although the off-line algorithm evaluation found strong results when using state-of-

the-art methods such as factorization machines and context-aware matrix factorization,

for the user study in Mechanical Turk we used a simpler approach. Since we faced a

cold-start problem (we had no previous preference information of the users), we relied
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on a version of our hybrid content and mood-based algorithm which led to less accu-830

rate predictions in some cases, but could be easily tuned with increased training data.

Importantly, the comparison between interfaces and the effect of mood, which are the

main aspects of this research are not affected by this.

Identifying user mood and musical preference. In the current implementation of

MoodPlay, users build their profile by manually selecting several artists and we make835

recommendations based on the overall mood derived from that profile. We argue that

it is acceptable to use mood data at the artist level, rather than on song level, because

multiple moods associated with each artist in our database describe that artist’s reper-

toire of songs. Nevertheless, using individual songs as an input and recommending

tracks accordingly could perhaps yield greater precision. Another important consider-840

ation is that MoodPlay was introduced to users as a platform where they can create a

list of favorite artists and be recommended new artists in similar moods. Hence, user’s

profile in MoodPlay reflects musical taste, but possibly it reflects the combination of

both user’s taste and mood. Although the core of our study was to explore how differ-

ent interactive features affect the user experience with a mood aware recommendation845

system, and not to build a taste profile or auto-detect user’s mood, it is important to

note that taste and current preference based on mood can be treated as separate, but

related parameters. Both can be determined by explicitly asking a user to provide the

information, or implicitly, based on relevant data that has been collected automatically.

In the following paragraphs, we focus on ideas for determining current preference as850

reflected by current mood, which could also capture the dynamics of a user’s musical

taste if tracked over longer period of time.

An approach used by some commercial recommendation systems (e.g. Spotify14,

GooglePlay15) is to let users type in a mood or select it from a predefined list. This

is not always an efficient method nor an easy task for users given the large number of855

available mood tags. In particular, mood data in our system is very detailed and at-

tempts to capture nuances that characterize different artists (e.g. rowdy, playful, grace-

14http://www.spotify.com
15http://play.google.com/music
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ful, elegant), whereas typical users may employ a smaller vocabulary and less specific

words to describe mood of the music (e.g. happy, sad, energetic, calm). An alternative

approach is to use the mood hierarchy embedded in MoodPlay to pick a top mood cat-860

egory from a list, followed by a subcategory and finally select specific mood. In this

manner we can mitigate matching issues that might arise from granularity or choice of

language for mood.

Implicitly determining user mood in an automated fashion on a granular level is

even more challenging. However, an implicit approach can be effective if used with865

less specificity because it can entirely free the user from interaction. If greater gran-

ularity is desired, it can be improved by asking for some minimal input. Extensive

research in affective computing, and discussed in section 3.1 considers multiple mech-

anisms for improving data collection in MoodPlay. For example, a user’s mood and

current preference could be determined from contextual data such as: social media870

statuses, time of the day, weather, activity automatically inferred from GPS location

or proximity of friends in the network, facial expression captured by mobile device or

bodily functions measured by wearable devices. Another key benefit that arises from

rich passive profiling data, is that mood can be inferred through behavior, and can serve

to inform the system in a better way than a direct self-report from the user. In addi-875

tion, there are indirect ways to measure users’ mood, by asking them to choose certain

colors, images or sound clips, which reflect how they are feeling at a certain time. For

instance, the system AMARA (Affective Museum of Art Resource Agent) allows the

users to explore art collections by asking them simple questions about their current

feelings and interests in artwork [84]. This is especially useful when the user is in880

some state of denial about a current mood, or has any other metacognitive issue with

reporting current mood.

Identifying target mood. It is not always desirable to play music that directly

matches the listener’s current mood. Instead, listeners may be interested in hearing

music that changes how they feel. For example, happy music can uplift a listener who is885

feeling sad. Conversely, some people enjoy bitter-sweet music when sad, while at other

times they might prefer springlike or playful songs. Target mood largely depends on

a personal preference and current conditions, and therefore the recommender requires
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complex input or a highly advanced sensing algorithm to determine it.

Depending on the listening context and preference, the recommender can either890

suggest music in the target mood or find and follow a path from current to target mood.

Commercial recommendation systems already offer playlists for different moods and

activities (e.g. mellow, music for work or gym), which are effective for short term,

action-based listening. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no recom-

menders that allow transitions from one state to another or adapt to changes in how895

user feels or changes in listening context.

Adaptive recommendation systems have been an active area of research in recent

years. Looking beyond their applications in entertainment, adaptive music recom-

menders can be of particular value in music therapy. Recent studies show positive

effects of music on recovery of movement (e.g. in patients with stroke or Parkinson’s900

disease) and speech [85]. Music therapy with the goal to modulate emotions has been

studied less extensively, but its benefits to pain and mood management have been doc-

umented [86, 87]. The current version of MoodPlay has attracted interest from music

therapists because its engaging interface can aid choosing music during therapy ses-

sions for hospitalized children and elderly people with dementia. However, in a broad905

sense, adaptive recommendation systems can help to create a profound impact on a lis-

tener’s well being, outside of formal therapeutic settings. By being able to continuously

monitor feedback about a user’s state and context, and adapt to changes, the therapeu-

tic benefits of music can be improved. Our future work will look at these monitoring

mechanisms with a view to tuning MoodPlay to adapt readily to observed changes in910

patients’ physical and emotional contexts.

Path from one mood state to another. The trail algorithm in MoodPlay can be

viewed as a crude way to create a trail (path) from one mood state to another and gen-

erate recommendations accordingly. Through the evaluations we have performed with

the system, we observed via numerous metrics that users preferred recommendations915

obtained by navigating the music collection freely, over the recommendations given by

a trail based algorithm. We do not assume that this means that path-based computa-

tion of music recommendations are a bad thing, but rather that we need to improve our

visual and interaction design for this aspect. User feedback comments and interviews
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lead us to believe that level of control of the path-based algorithm is key factor in user920

satisfaction. For example, users could be given a choice whether to use the system in

an exploratory mode and freely navigate, or in preference modeling mode where they

build the trail. Depending on a user’s activity, available time and listening context, she

could choose to engage more or less with the system. In cases when the user chooses

to build a trail, recommending items along the trail (in between the trail marks) could925

provide more gradual change in the recommendations and possibly offer a more enjoy-

able listening experience during long sessions. Such a recommendation method would

require evaluation in a more natural setting, and over a longer period of time.

Scalability. MoodPlay was developed on a database of 5,000 artists. In compar-

ison, online streaming services offer access to tens of millions of artists. In order to930

maximally scale the system, extensive work is needed in several areas. Even though

there are efficient ways to perform dimensionality reduction of millions of data points,

visualization design has to be adapted to accommodate such a large number. One sim-

ple way to achieve this is to show only limited number of artists on different zoom

levels, according to some criteria such as popularity or relevance to a user based on935

preference data. A challenge in such a filtering method is to determine what artists the

user is interested in seeing, and to show popular artists but also encourage discovery

by introducing less known artists.

In a survey of dimensionality reduction methods, Fodor [88] argues for the use-

fulness of dimensionality reduction for high dimensional data. The argument is that940

not all of the variables are “important” for understanding the phenomenon of interest

in a high-dimensional data set. Our multidimensional data, where many moods are

associated with each artist, poses a similar challenge. We apply a correspondence anal-

ysis, but note that other methods (for example genetic approaches, factor analysis or

multi-dimensional scaling) may yield different layout of moods, and therefore different945

recommendations. However, an exhaustive comparison of these methods is beyond the

scope this work. Furthermore, dimensionality reduction can introduce noise, creating

clusters which did not exist in the original high-dimensional data. In future work, we

believe it will be revealing to inspect the results of several dimensionality reduction

techniques, with a tool such as the one introduced in Stahnke et al. [89], and make950
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advances in dynamic interactive labeling of the reduced space to help inform users of

the underlying semantics of the space.

10. Conclusion

This paper presented and evaluated MoodPlay –a hybrid recommender system for

musical artists which introduces a novel interactive visualization of moods and artists.955

The system supports explanation and control of a recommender system via manipu-

lation of an avatar within the visualization. Design and implementation of an online

experiment (N=279) was presented to evaluate the system through four conditions with

varying degrees of visualization, interaction and control. Our key results have shown

that interface design and a certain combination of interactive features improve objective960

and perceived recommendation accuracy, as well as self-reported user satisfaction with

the recommender system (RQ1), and that making people aware of the typical mood of

an artist’s music, combined with appropriate interactivity in a music recommender, can

change the way users perceive the accuracy of the recommendation algorithm (RQ2).
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